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QUESTION 1

An architect must use metrics from a client\\'s existing CMS environments. Which metric is LEAST valuable? 

A. CMS storage requirements 

B. Average daily requests of users visiting the site 

C. CPU clock speed of the servers D. Percentage of requests offloaded by the CDN 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer plans to display icons next to the search results for keyword queries on their site. 

These icons should be based on the type of document that results from the search. 

Which step should the architect recommend? 

A. Copy the entire foundation search component into the project under /apps and modify the search.jsp 

B. Create a matching folder structure under /apps for the search component with a custom search.jsp 

C. Create a new component under the /apps project called search with a sling:resourceSuperType of the foundation
search component 

D. Make modifications the search.jsp for the foundation component under /libs 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A brick-and-mortar company purchases AEM. 

Which application component is NOT well suited to be implemented in AEM? 

A. Store finder as AEM does NOT integrate with Google Maps. 

B. Store finder as AEM does NOT support geospatial search. 

C. Training video site section as AEM is unable to record user interactions. 

D. Training video site section as AEM does NOT bundle a video player. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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An architect is integrating a customer\\'s AEM authoring system to authenticate with the company\\'s Active Directory
(AD) directory service. The architect must configure the LoginModule used by the identity provider. 

Which Java security framework should the architect use? 

A. OWASP 

B. PAM 

C. JAAS 

D. Apache Shiro 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

During a discovery workshop, a content editor must be able to publish any page for English and French versions of the
website. The architect could put the extra permission against only the specific user profile. Instead, the architect creates
a group, sets the group\\'s permissions, then the replicates permissions on the both content/en and content/fr nodes. 

What is the likely reason for the architect\\'s decision? 

A. Groups are easier to administer and manage user access rights. 

B. Groups provide greater granularity of control over users. 

C. Groups integrate into third-party security such as LDAP. 

D. Group privileges are stronger than user privileges. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

A digital publisher is migrating to AEM. The primary goal is to provide a more user-friendly page authoring interface. The
current content management system has been built in house by staff developers, runs on a top of a MySql database,
and uses forms for content editing. Discovery meetings are being held with the business owners and content authors.
What is the most significant and relevant conceptual change from the current CMS? 

A. AEM uses a hierarchy-based repository. 

B. AEM does NOT use a relational database. 

C. AEM allows authors to drag-and-drop components to build pages. 

D. AEM is written in Java. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7
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A news company uses AEM to manage content. The company initially plans to provide news only to subscribers within
Australia. Six months later, the company expands into the wider Asia region and requires Chinese and Korean language
options. The architect must create a solution for a CMS with a multi-lingual requirement. 

What is the most important factor for the architect to consider? 

A. Creating a new language location for the dictionary 

B. Translation workflows 

C. Maintaining a common look and feel 

D. Site structure 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

A company\\'s entertainment website contains the following features: 

A homepage with a consistent toolbar and listing of articles by category 

A community page 

Individual article pages containing a combination of text and images. 

End users are able to create new forums, browse article by category, log in using a modal dialog box, and search from
the toolbar. 

How many AEM templates should the architect create? 

A. Ten 

B. Seven 

C. Five 

D. Three 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

A project has a fixed budget and a deployment date that can NOT be moved. To meet these requirements, the architect
must perform two steps after the go-live date. 

Which two steps should the architect choose? (Choose two.) 

A. Performance testing 

B. Unit testing 

C. Tough day testing 
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D. Integration testing 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 10

While conducting analysis during the discovery phase, several artifacts are obtained as outputs from activities such as
surveys, questionnaires, and data gathering. 

What is the LEAST significant option? 

A. Mobile and tablet display features 

B. Content types that must be migrated 

C. Navigation structure 

D. Page load speed 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Which three tasks can users achieve with AEM Dispatcher? (Choose three.) 

A. Provide load balancing 

B. Poll AEM for content invalidation 

C. Secure AEM application 

D. Cache HTML content 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 12

A large retail company has integrated AEM into its commerce stack. Logged in users can submit product ratings through
the ratings" component. To ensure initial ratings do not skew results too far positive or negative, the company plans to
show the tallied ratings only after a minimum number of submissions has occurred. 

For which reason must the ratings component be extended to meet these requirements? 

A. Only the average rating is available via API 

B. The Tally/Rating Component API does not provide the number of user responses. 

C. The author must be able to provide the minimum number of votes for display. 

D. A custom rating service must be created to support this functionality. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

An architect is conducting a discovery on a client\\'s current CMS implementation. The architect must identify which
functionality is missing from the client\\'s current implementation. 

What should the architect do? 

A. Use documentation provided by the client 

B. Speak to the key stakeholders about how to use the system 

C. Speak to the IT department about how the system is built 

D. Gain access to the system and review code 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

A client\\'s security team needs protection from repository content modification outside of its network on its publish
servers. 

What provides the LEAST protection against this specific threat? 

A. Disabling Sling POST Servlet and WebDAV functionality 

B. Using Dispatcher filter rules to block access to /apps and /libs 

C. Enforcing very strong passwords on all systems and using SSL 

D. White-listing specific HTTP methods and URIs required for application functionality 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Which three statements about Multi Site Manager, Blueprint, and Live Copy functionality are true? 

A. Live Copy of a particular Blueprint inherit Rollout configuration is configured on a Blueprint 

B. Immediate children of Multi Site Manager (MSM) Blueprint root page are language branches. 

C. Blueprint can have one or more Live Copies. 

D. Live Copy can inherit from multiple Blueprints. 

Correct Answer: C 
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